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TWINS - Book 8: THE PLAN continues the story of Casey and Ali and their desperate need to become a real family. When they devise an
idea that they think will work, they must take every step necessary to ensure success. But when faced with new challenges along the way,
they find themselves immersed in a whole new dilemma that they are unsure how to avoid or escape from.This wonderful journey is a tale
that girls 9 - 12 as well as girls of all ages will definitely enjoy.
Rhyming text explores the number two, especially as it relates to twins, who are "just as two as two can be." On board pages.
Traditional Chinese edition of Her Fearful Symmetry, a story about the enigma of being twins by Audrey Niffenegger, the author of Time
Traveler's Wife. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Twins - Book 12: Staying Strong... Casey and her twin sister, Ali face more challenges in the final weeks of the school year. After a voting poll
has been added to Instagram, Casey's distress escalates especially when she discovers that her twin is the favorite among their classmates.
But who could possibly be responsible for something so cruel and mean? Casey suspects Ronnie as the obvious culprit but could it be
someone else? The bullying continues with further events occurring that upset Casey even more. Will it ever end and will Casey now be able
to concentrate on her end of year exams so that she can join her sister and best friend at camp? The summer of a lifetime is at risk if things
go wrong! The drama continues on and you will have to read through to the end to find out what develops for our favorite pair of twins. All
fans of this series are sure to love this latest addition, another fabulous book for girls 9 - 12 and beyond.
Upon publication, Anita Silvey’s comprehensive survey of contemporary children’s literature, Children’s Books and Their Creators, garnered
unanimous praise from librarians, educators, and specialists interested in the world of writing for children. Now The Essential Guide to
Children’s Books and Their Creators assembles the best of that volume in one handy, affordable reference, geared specifically to parents,
educators, and students. This new volume introduces readers to the wealth of children’s literature by focusing on the essentials — the best
books for children, the ones that inform, impress, and, most important, excite young readers. Updated to include newcomers such as J. K.
Rowling and Lemony Snicket and to cover the very latest on publishing and educational trends, this edition features more than 475 entries on
the best-loved children’s authors and illustrators, numerous essays on social and historical issues, thirty personal glimpses into craft by wellknown writers, illustrators, and critics, and invaluable reading lists by category. The Essential Guide to Children’s Books and Their Creators
summarizes the canon of contemporary children’s literature, in a practical guide essential for anyone choosing a book for or working with
children.
Traditional Chinese Edition of [New Kid]. The first graphic novel in history to win the Newbury Gold Award for Literature has won more than
25 book selection awards, including New York Times, USA Today, School Library, Washington Post New York Public Library's annual
selection of New York Times.
Twins - Book 15: Mixed Emotions continues the exciting story of Casey and Ali as they try to deal with the dilemma of liking the same goodlooking boy while on summer camp. However, a new problem has arisen, and this overshadows everything else. A freak storm has caused
the nearby river to flood, and the campers may be forced to evacuate. But Madison is missing. Normally, the campers would be relieved to be
rid of the troublesome girl, but this situation is serious. Added to that problem is the fact that Liam, Ethan, and a few other kids have
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disappeared as well. Will they all return safely or will the worst imaginable scenario take place?And what about Casey and Ali? Are they
finally able to restore their relationship as sisters, or will the summer destroy their friendship forever?Mixed Emotions is another great book for
girls 9 -12 that all fans of the Twins series are sure to enjoy.
Publication information obtained from Amazon.com.

Twins Book 5 continues the story of Casey and Ali, two identical twin girls who have finally discovered the secret that has
been kept from them since birth. Just as things seem to be going well, a new discovery takes place that throws their lives
into turmoil once again. An unforeseen event leads Jake to question the girls' identity. But has he discovered the truth
and if so, what will the consequences be? In addition, Casey is reminded about something important that she is
completely unprepared for. What will the girls do to help Casey avoid failure at school and the wrath of her family? The
drama unfolds scene by scene in this suspenseful addition to the Twins series and continues right through until the very
end where the story takes an unexpected and emotional turn. You are sure to enjoy this exciting book for girls. If you're
looking for great girls books for ages 9 - 12, and a series that you can't put down, then this is the one for you!
Publication information obtained from Amazon.com
Twins - Books 20 and 21 Meg's constant interference and troublemaking ways finally cause the twins to lash out. The
confrontation is long overdue, and the girls don't hold back. But Meg leaves a trail of destruction in her wake, and
although harmony is restored when Meg departs, Casey still has other issues to face. The bulk of this story is told from
Casey's point of view. Will she be able to solve the problem with Liam and save her relationship with Jake? Or is all hope
lost? In book 21, the finale to the series, our favorite twins find themselves faced with new challenges. Once again, they
are unprepared for what is in store, especially when Ronnie and Holly seem determined to make life difficult. However,
when a long-awaited announcement is made, the twins' biggest dream of all, finally does come true. You are sure to love
this book for girls 9-12. It's another great story and a wonderful ending to the Twins collection.
Twelve-year-old identical twins Jay and Ray have long resented that everyone treats them as one person, and so they
hatch a plot to take advantage of a clerical error at their new school and pretend they are just one.
This is a Modern Baby Shower Guest Book to Welcome Your Babies! Your guests will be able to sign their names, leave
advice for parents and wishes for the babies. The Collection "Baby Shower Guest Books" by Panda Studio includes:
Baby Shower Guest Books for Twins (Boys, Girls or Boy&Girl); Baby Shower Guest Book and Gift Recorder 110 Pages
(Baby Boy or Baby Girl); Baby Shower Guest Book 100 Pages (Baby Boy or Baby Girl) Don't forget to share your
thoughts with us, just write a customer review! We hope you'll enjoy our specially designed guest books for your whole
family and friends! Discover more guest book, notebooks, journals and planners just search for Panda Studio in the
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Books section. Visit our Panda Studio author page - beautiful, colourful, and trendy journals, notebooks, planners and
guest books are awaiting you there!
Twins - Book 17: A New DilemmaFinally, the summer camp has come to an end, but instead of the fun finish that Casey
was expecting, she is faced with more drama, thanks to the troublesome Madison.The impact of this follows Casey home
where she struggles to restore her relationship with Jake. Just as she thinks she has found the answer, Ali receives a
surprise phone call, and this throws the twins' final week of summer into chaos. A dilemma of huge proportions
overwhelms the twins who find themselves challenged yet again. How will they deal with this new problem and what will
be the outcome? You'll have to read this next addition to find out; it's another fabulous book for girls 9 -12 and beyond.
??????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ????????? ???????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
??J.K.??????? I Love It! ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????Mary Renault???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????Helen Simonson??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????Donna Tartt???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????THE LOST BOOKS OF THE ODYSSEY??????????Zachary Mason??? ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????Joanna
Trollope???? ????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????? ?????PChome Online ????
???????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????? ?????????????????? ?????? ?2012??????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??Vogue?? ????????????????????????? ??USA Today ?????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????? ?????????????????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??O magazine
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????2012???????????
????????????????????????????????Mary Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????Catherine Conybeare? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????Mary Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????jrue
???????????????????????????????????????BL???????????????????? ????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????MRT
????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????? ?????elish
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????MRW
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????vernier
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Astraes
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Heero
????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Enzozach
Simplified Chinese edition of The Bluest Eye
Twins - Book 6: Moving On... In this exciting addition to the Twins series, the suspense continues on. Casey and Ali are
now faced with emotional turmoil that they struggle to deal with, and each twin finds that she needs the support of her
sister to cope. They also discover that previous choices have led to dire consequence and, they may be forced to pay the
price. Will they be caught out once and for all? And what has become of Jake, the boy who each twin cannot stop
thinking about? Is it possible for the girls to get the fairy tale ending that they secretly hope for? All these questions will be
answered as the drama continues on, leading to the most suspenseful climax of all. This is another great book for girls
and a fabulous addition to the series.
???????? ??????????? ?????????????? ????400?? ????????????????? ------------------------------ ??????????
????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????K????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
I have never looked into my sister's eyes. I have never bathed alone. I have never stood in the grass at night and raised
my arms to a beguiling moon. I've never used an aeroplane bathroom. Or worn a hat. Or been kissed like that... So many
things I've never done, but oh, how I've been loved. And, if such things were to be, I'd live a thousand times as me, to be
loved so exponentially' In twenty-nine years, Rose Darlen has never spent a moment apart from her twin sister, Ruby.
She has never gone for a solitary walk or had a private conversation. Yet, in all that time, she has never once looked into
Ruby's eyes. Joined at the head, 'The Girls' (as they are known in their small town) attempt to lead a normal life, but can't
help being extraordinary. Now almost thirty, Rose and Ruby are on the verge of becoming the oldest living craniopagus
twins in history, but they are remarkable for a lot more than their unusual sisterly bond.
This special edition of The Templeton Twins Have an Idea: Book One also includes a sneak preview of The Templeton
Twins Make a Scene: Book Two and a Q&A with the author. Suppose there were 12-year-old twins, a boy and girl named
John and Abigail Templeton. Let's say John was pragmatic and played the drums, and Abigail was theoretical and solved
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cryptic crosswords. Now suppose their father was a brilliant, if sometimes confused, inventor. And suppose that another
set of twins—adults—named Dean D. Dean and Dan D. Dean, kidnapped the Templeton twins and their ridiculous dog in
order to get their father to turn over one of his genius (sort of) inventions. Yes, I said kidnapped. Wouldn't it be fun to read
about that? Oh please. It would so. Luckily for you, this is just the first in a series perfect for boys and girls who are smart,
clever, and funny (just like the twins), and enjoy reading adventurous stories (who doesn't?!).
????????????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????? ????????????
???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????……????????????????????……??????????? ?????????????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
Books for Girls - TwinsBook 6: Moving on - GirlsCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
TWINS: Book 18: UnforeseenIn this addition to the exciting Twins series, Meg continues to wreak havoc. Finally, though,
Casey regains control, and it appears that things between her and Jake might have resolved themselves. When an
unforeseen event occurs, it throws Casey's life into turmoil, leading to even more drama and suspense. However, it is the
conclusion that will shock you the most, and you will need to read through to the end to discover what lies ahead.
Another great book for girls, Twins - Book 18: Unforeseen, will keep you captivated from start to finish.
Twins - Part Four: Books 11, 12 and 13... Due to popular demand, the Twins series continues on with more exciting
adventures for our favorite twin girls, Casey and Ali. The school semester is coming to a close and summer is quickly
approaching. Without any firm plans for the summer vacation, the girls are offered an opportunity that seems too good to
refuse. However, there is one problem that gets in their way and they are faced with a major dilemma. Ronnie Miller is
also up to her old tricks and making life very difficult for Casey. Will her bullying ever end and will Casey be able to
concentrate on her end of year exams? The summer of a lifetime is at risk if things go wrong! This book will surprise you
with some plot twists that you may never have seen coming! Read through until the end, to discover what eventuates in
this exciting book for girls 9 - 12 and beyond.
Pink It's Twins Girls Baby Shower Guestbook This adorable elephant baby shower guest book features two elephants crossing
trunks with hearts and the words It's Twins! in a lace frame with a pink satin bow. Pink and white striped background. Features of
this Guest Book * 111 pages for guests - each page has space for one guest with address lines, a place to write their e-mail
address, and generous lined areas labelled Message for Parents and Message for Baby so that they can write their message,
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thoughts, comments, well wishes, anecdotes, advice or whatever else they want to say!. * Gift Log - the back of the book features
a gift log with 126 lines to write down names and gifts received. * Square 8.25" x 8.25" in size. Guest books are a great way to
have guests and visitors leave messages, advice, and comments for your event or business. It's a great keepsake for you to hold
onto memories of your special day or to get some feedback on your business or event. Years after your baby shower, you'll still be
able to laugh at the sentimental or funny comments, thoughts, wishes, quotes, poems, or stories your family, friends, and
coworkers made in your book. We're crazy about elephants! Click our brand name "Elephant Baby Shower Guest Books" found
under the title of this listing for more unique elephant baby shower guest books with a variety of cover art as well as different sizes
and cover text options.
Twins - Book 21: A Dream Come True This book is the finale to the fabulous Twins series and includes more excitement, drama,
and romance. While life has taken a positive turn for the two girls, Casey and Ali find themselves faced with new challenges. Once
again, they are unprepared for what is in store, especially when Ronnie and Holly seem determined to make things difficult.
However, a long-awaited announcement is made and the twins' biggest dream of all, finally does come true. You are sure to love
this book for girls 9-12. It's another great story and a wonderful ending to the Twins collection.
Wishing to be more like her dead identical twin--pretty, popular, and loved by her boyfriend--Mary Lee steps into the shoes of her
sister, Madrigal, and discovers a horrible legacy of evil and the truth behind her sister's real identity.
'Twins Book 7 - The Connection' is the final book in this fabulous series of books for girls. In this story, the suspense and drama
continues on as well as a roller coaster of emotions, right through until the very end. Find out what is in store for Casey and her
identical twin, Ali. Do they finally achieve the happy ending that we've all been hoping for? In this book, all is revealed! It is another
great story for girls of all ages.
????????????????,???????,????,??,??,??,???????????.?????????????????,???????????,???????????.????????,???????,???????
???,????????????"??????",??????????.
Twins - Book 19: Double Trouble...Double Trouble is what Casey gets in this book. Not only does she have to deal with Meg but
another unexpected problem arises as well. Most importantly though, is the issue of Ali's dad. Will he survive the car accident and
if so, what condition will he be in? This book spirals into more drama as the events unfold, with Meg wreaking even more havoc.
The sooner she leaves town, the better. But she still has one more surprise up her sleeve, and the twins are not prepared for it at
all. Another great addition to the popular Twins series, this is a great book for girls 9-12 and above.
Books for Girls 9-12: Twins Book 3, The Truth...continues the suspenseful story of Casey and Ali, the two look-alike girls who find
out they are identical twins and have been separated at birth. This book is probably the most exciting and emotional one of the
series so far! What are the consequences of the girls' decision to swap places? Are they forced to reveal the truth and what are the
repercussions if they do? And what is the result when both girls develop a crush on Jake Hanley, the best looking boy in their
grade? You will find out the answers to all of these questions and be captivated from start to finish. This is another fabulous book
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for girls and for anyone who enjoys a suspenseful action-packed read, complete with friendship issues, sibling rivalry, boy crushes
and lots, lots more! A great story for 9 - 12 year old girls!
Create a family heirloom by keeping a record of your twin girls milestones in their first year with this easy to use journal. Keep track
of birth story, their first smile, their favorite toys, their first Christmas and all their precious moments. This journal allows you to take
monthly photos of your twins as they grow. There's also a page to take hand and foot prints of your twins, attach a sonogram, add
family photos and information about family members. Preserve these special memories forever.Makes a perfect baby shower gift
to your expectant friend, mother or wife. Just add photos for each month of the year as they grow, from ultrasoud photos, baby
shower, first feeding, first laugh, first smile and all those moments that you wish to cherish. Take photos of your baby and add
notes of each event along the way. Make a great book to give to your daughters when she is old enough to cherish all the
memorials in the book. This prompt journal will save time and be a beautiful
???????????????? ???????????????????????? ?SX???X???X???X??? ???? ?Goodreads??4????14?000??????
??????????????????????????10? ????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
Twins Book 4 continues the eventful story of two identical twin girls who have finally been reunited after their separation at birth.
When their decision to swap places does not go according to plan, the girls are forced to face consequences beyond their control.
Things start to become very complicated and this is not at all what they had in mind. How will they deal with what lays in their path,
and what unforeseen circumstances will their choices lead to? This is another captivating story that you are sure to enjoy. It is a
great book for girls full of suspense, drama and friendship, and includes all the elements that girls 9-12 love to read about. A
fabulous series for girls of all ages.
Twins - Book 20: Harmony at Last Meg's constant interference and troublemaking ways finally cause the twins to lash out. The
confrontation is long overdue, and the girls don't hold back. But Meg leaves a trail of destruction in her wake, and although
harmony is restored when Meg departs, Casey still has other issues to face. The bulk of this story is told from Casey's point of
view. Will she be able to solve the problem with Liam and save her relationship with Jake? Or is all hope lost? You will have to
read to the end to find out! It's another great addition to the Twins series and is a fabulous book for girls 9 - 12 and beyond.
Books for Girls 9-12: Twins is the exciting and suspenseful story of twelve year old Casey who unexpectedly finds herself face to
face with a new girl named Ali Jackson, the latest addition to Casey's class at school. Usually it would be fun to have a new girl
arrive. But not this time! When Casey realizes that Ali looks exactly like her, she is not at all impressed. To make matters even
worse, Casey's crush, a boy named Jake Hanley and the coolest boy in the grade, takes a sudden interest in Ali, and Casey
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becomes more annoyed than ever. "Who is she and why does she have my face?" This is one of the many questions that Casey
asks and she is determined to find out the answer. However, she is not at all prepared for the outcome. Within a matter of days,
her world as she once knew it is turned upside down and the decisions she makes lead to consequences beyond her control.
Twins - Book 1: Swapped is a fabulous book for girls aged 9-12 and is certain to become a new favorite. School friendships, boy
crushes, drama and excitement combine together to create a suspenseful and enjoyable story that you will not be able to put
down.
The New Girl - Book 1: The Twins' New NeighborThe story of Ali and Casey, from the very popular series, "Twins," continues in
this exciting book for girls. When a new girl named Alexa moves into the neighborhood, the twins take an avid interest. However,
Alexa comes from a very different background and struggles to accept her new surroundings, as well as the girls who seem so
intent on getting to know her. Ali, who is overwhelmed by the changes in her life since her parents' marriage, decides to pursue
Alexa's friendship, regardless. But will this work out in Ali's favor, or will her life spiral further out of control? Sometimes, people are
not what they seem. Who is the new girl? What secrets does she have hidden away, and what impact will she have on our favorite
twin girls?If you are a fan of the "Twins" series, you're sure to love this story too. It's full of plot twists and turns and unexpected
surprises -- a fabulous book for girls.
The New Girl - Books 1, 2 & 3 This exciting book for girls continues the story of Ali and Casey, from the very popular series,
"Twins." It includes the first 3 books in the series and is filled with even more drama, suspense, and romance. When a new girl
named Alexa moves into the neighborhood, the twins take an avid interest. However, Alexa comes from a very different
background and struggles to accept her new surroundings, as well as the girls who seem so intent on getting to know her. Ali, who
is overwhelmed by the changes in her life since her parents' marriage, decides to pursue Alexa's friendship, regardless. But will
this work out in Ali's favor, or will her life spiral further out of control? Sometimes, people are not what they seem. Who is the new
girl? What secrets does she have hidden away, and what impact will she have on our favorite twin girls? If you are a fan of the
"Twins" series, you're sure to love this story too. It's full of plot twists and turns and unexpected surprises - a fabulous book for
girls.
Books for Girls 9-12: Twins Book 2 continues the exciting and suspenseful story of two look-alike girls who have discovered the lifechanging that secret their parents have managed to keep hidden from them since birth. But when Casey and Ali decide to use
their newfound knowledge to have some fun whilst on camp, dire consequences unfold. Will the pair be caught out or will they
manage to keep their secret intact? Then, when Jake Hanley, the very cute boy from school shows an interest in both girls, things
become more complicated than ever. You will love the continuation of this wonderful series. It includes more drama, suspense,
boy crushes and friendships that will keep you entertained and on the edge of your seat wondering what is going to happen next.
A fabulous book for girls that all young readers will enjoy.
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